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The VST instrument family is in very good health. Software
developers have brought PPGs, Prophets and Moogs
back to life, while Native Instruments’ B4 provides ample

proof  that host-based plug-ins are a serious alternative to
original vintage hardware. In light of  these successes, I was
keen to find out how TC Works’ Mercury 1 monosynth would
fare in bringing analogue soul to the innards of  a PC.

The Mercury runs from a VST instrument-compatible
sequencer on G3 or G4 Macs with OS 8.6 and upwards, or a
Pentium II/III running Windows 95/98/2000/NT4.x. For both
platforms, a minimum 64MB RAM is needed (OS 9.0 Macs
require 128MB). Unfortunately, the installation was not entirely
‘painless’. The program refused to load at first, thanks to a bug
which can be fixed via a download from the TC Works
website. Once up and running, there were no further problems
and the program behaved perfectly.

The Mercury 1 is not a recreation of  any one synth,
although it certainly looks familiar. The visual design harks
back to some old favourites, principally Japanese, while the
voice architecture follows classic lines: two independent oscil-
lators (plus sub oscillator) with LFO, sync, ring and pulse width
modulation. Oscillator One offers the standard sine, sawtooth
and square waves (with switchable white noise), while Oscilla-
tor Two provides square with PWM, square, sawtooth and
triangle. There are dual ADSR envelope generators and a
24dB low pass filter with resonance.

The performance aspect of  VST instruments can easily be
overlooked. TC Works has given considerable thought to this
and incorporated many functions which help to remove the
barrier between player and PC. For example, the LFO can be
sync’d to Midi clock – a crucial feature for many people in
today’s music environment. You can modulate the filter with
the second envelope generator, plus, it is possible to create a
patch with three different velocity ranges, making it easier to
create sounds with greater character. The Mercury sends Midi
controller information during editing, so any performance-
oriented changes (such as ‘riding’ the filter cut-off) can be
saved within the sequencer.

One of  the Mercury’s other strong points is multitimbrality.
In effect, there are four Mercury 1s to play with. Each
monosynth can play one line on one of  four Midi channels, or
up to four synth modules can be stacked for even greater possi-
bilities. You may never need to do this, as the Mercury has
some biting sounds in single layer mode. In addition, the Drive
control in the Amplifier section adds very convincing distortion.

Specifications are nowhere near as important as sonic
character. The Mercury produces the sort of  sounds which
could empty a field of  folkies faster than a dodgy hotdog
stall. The overall mood is Industrial, in keeping with the
sombre graphics. From the 128 presets, ‘Razor Blade’ and
‘Mean Spirit’ stand out as the ones most likely to send even

Trent Reznor diving behind the sofa, while the ‘Techno’
patch is for people who like grown-up Techno – a menacing
bass sound with PWM.

Not all the sounds are vicious. There is a definite scent of
Moog to many of  the presets – ‘Mod Jacuzzi’ recalls Isao
Tomita throttling Holst’s Planets, while ‘Flute’ could have come
straight from a Moog Rogue. Other favourites include ‘Brass’,
which introduces ear-splitting resonance (whistle while you
‘Werk, anyone?) and ‘Slow Sweep’ is a great VCS3-like patch
which Pink Floyd fans will appreciate. ‘Filter Pluck Seq’ is pure
Tangerine Dream, and as with several of  the presets, uses
touch sensitivity to good effect. 

In terms of  ergonomics, the synth’s layout is easy to under-
stand and the writing is clear, thanks to the grey/white TC
livery. Latency was
not an issue. In fact,
the TC had a faster
response time than
some hardware
synth modules I
have played from
master keyboards –
which is not
something I
expected.

Apart from the
installation bug,
there were a couple
of  annoyances. The ‘Prog’ button for accessing the presets is
not in the most obvious position, and is somewhat lost on the
synth’s front panel. The presets themselves tended to vary in
volume to a noticeable degree, and the brief  manual failed to
mention the quickest way to load them – rather than selecting
the dedicated ‘Load’ button in the program browser, simply
double click on the program name. 

Overall, the Mercury gave a great performance. It is easy to
use and will bring back fond memories (hopefully) for anyone
familiar with early 80s monosynths. It does have an industrial
bent but is easy enough (and enjoyable enough) to program to
not be pigeon-holed in that way. Well worth seeking out.

Many thanks to Vinny Curigliano from Manny’s, and TC Works’
Andre Voitel for their assistance with this review.

Richard Clews turns up the heat with the Mercury 1 vir tual monosynth.
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